Abstract-As more critical and private information and assets moves to cloud computing environment (CCE), security risks, compliance and data integrity complications and legal issues arise. To maximize the value of cloud computing and meanwhile, to avoid the risks associated with their cloud based implementations. Enterprises need an approach, processes, procedures' and technology to manage and control thousands of critical data, services and process elements in the CCE. In other words, cloud computing needs a unified .yet independent model which is efficient .has high cloud computing value and governance layer that marks out a path that will guide the enterprise into the cloud in a controlled and secure manner.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a computing paradigm where large pool of systems are connected in private or public network to provide dynamically scalable infrastructure for Application, data and file storage. Use of this technology reduces cost of computation, application hosting, context storage and delivery. Cloud computing provides software, Platform, and infrastructure as a service.
[l] Forrester defines cloud computing as : "a pool of abstracted, highly scalable and managed compute infrastructure capable of hosting end-customer applications and billed by consumption". MPI AND OPENMP MODEL OF CLOUD COMPUTING MPI and Open MP cloud computing model [2] makes use MPI and Open MPI 's distributed and parallel characteristics, respectively. MPI is used to coarsely distribute work among several machines on a cloud and then use openMP to parallelize at a finer level on a single machine or node.lt realizes distributed computing and storing, high throughput and ability of massive data processing. Thus this model proposes the idea of realizing computing processing of distributed data and massive data on cluster.
GOVERNANCE
Governance is the organizational system that a society or organization uses to govern itself. Governance is a meta decision system, for example, it is the means by which an organization makes decision about decision making. [3] Cloud governance involves applying policies to the use of cloud services .
CLOUD AND SECURITY GOVERNANCE
Moving information assets to CCE, offers client the on demand services, location independent resource pooling and reduced costs. But, this brings in security risks, Compliance complications and legal issues. Cloud security governance is the mechanism through which organizations can ensure effective management of security policies on a cloud.
ISSUES IN SECURITY GOVERNANCE AND SECURITY MEASURES
Security measures implemented till now; may cause bottlenecks in cloud performance, by interfering in internal cloud implementation and due to its distributed nature .As cloud which generally is at a third party site contains clients critical data, which is can be easily accessed by the Cloud service provider (CSP), for example CSP may need to Access the data to study the information gathered for improving the cloud computing value. Meanwhile, CSP activities on cloud may go unnoticed which may result in various security complications including leakage of private data of client.
Cloud computing, in many ways, is like early days of web services. Developers would individually decide to use this new technology for projects and go ahead and use it. This would happen undetected. by corporate IT management. At this moment, most organizations are in pre-governance stage when it comes to cloud computing [4] [5].
GOVERNANCE MODEL FOR OPENMP AND MPI MODEL OF CLOUD COMPUTING
The security governance for OpenMP and MPI model of cloud computing makes use of A MASTER REGISTER module which monitors, manages and controls the clients or CSP's access to clouds on vendors' (CSP) premises. Register can be thought of as a single gateway to access to clouds .Master register will maintain logs and register all activities and services requests. This model distinguishes a CSP, client and normal users in terms of their level of authorization and access to clients cloud with help of general key and secret key concepts.
GENERAL KEY
General key is analogous to a key which is known by all participants weather client, CSP or any general user and can be used to open the master register to access the cloud by requesting permission to the master register .In other words, after getting permission, the purpose and level of authority given to the user will be logged by the register.
SECRET KEY
This is the private key which will only be known to the customer. And thus prevents unauthorized access to its private data by any other customer or CSP. Besides this, Governance layer will not interfere with internal cloud architecture (OpenMP [6] [7] and MPI model in this case). And will have master register as a single independent Channel to access cloud. Here, different masters registers may be maintained for different clouds. Figure 1 shows the above discussed model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose an effective model that restricts the unlimited and many a times unnoticed access to clouds by CSP, which if unchecked may cause information security implications. On other hand it also maintains the efficiency of parallel and distributed cloud architecture by using OpenMP and MPI model independent of governance layer using the master register.
